Bi-lateral reactive force patterns in postural sway activity of normal subjects.
Postural activity of normal subjects while standing still, as measured via the reactive foot-ground reactive forces, was investigated separately for each of the supporting legs, to provide detailed information on the individual activity of each side. Such information is not accessible if the overall reactive forces on the whole body are measured instead. Twenty-three normal adult subjects (average age 41 years) took part in the measuring tests, which were made on two collaterally installed force platforms. From the force traces obtained, the following parameters were determined: timings and amplitudes of the waveforms, separately for each foot and sequence of the force vectors on both feet and in relation to each other. Weight-bearing imbalance was defined in the vertical direction to express the difference between the average forces supported by each of the legs. Two parameters were defined by combining the force results obtained on each of the legs in the horizontal plane: sway total activity, representing the resultant of the added vector-norms in the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions, respectively; and asymmetry, representing the resultant of the subtracted above vector norms. The results indicated that, although the force traces were synchronous to each other, different vectorial force patterns were found, indicating different levels of stabilizing activities on each of the legs. This was also demonstrated by the fact that sway total activity was found considerably higher than the net reactive forces acting on the whole body during sway.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)